You’re Invited to the

NORTH IOWA

STEM FESTIVAL

4-7PM | April 17, 2024 | North Iowa Area Community College Gym

The goals of the STEM Festival are to promote, inspire and engage youth in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics activities and to introduce children and parents to STEM careers.

Experience hands-on STEM activities provided by local businesses and organizations:

- Learn about the science of fermentation while making pizza dough
- Measure ingredients to make smoothies with a bike blender
- Test out a 3D Scanner and Printer
- Encounter live animals and learn about environmental education
- Design your perfect bedroom or house
- Spark your curiosity through an electrifying exploration of electric circuits!
- Handle fiber optics and learn about fusion
- Identify architectural elements and build with blocks
- And more!

Join us for a night of fun, interactive, hands-on learning for kindergarten-6th grade students!

Festival Sponsors: